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The book is an interesting compilation of possibilities, prospects, risks, and charms of China becoming next 

world leader. The debate is the consequent progress of China in all the circles of life that has threatened the 

position of USA in the world. The new world order has created spaces for China to compete for Number 1 

position. Author has beautifully woven the book in 15 chapters each explaining and analyzing the prospects of 

leadership of China by a chain of questions and their possible answers. The questions were answered in a 

comprehensive way through all possible angles of thoughts that are further supported by factand figures. The 

author has quoted book of Lang in the whole composition to support his argument. The book gives a clear 

view of the targets and landmarks that China must achieve and the hindrances that it has to face for competing 

USA in the long-run period. 
 

Chapter 1 Can China become the No.1. 
 

Discussion begins with the query of how will China be able to lead and what will be the charms and 

surprises of China being the world leader. The authorhas complimented his arguments in the light of facts 

generated by IMF, BRICS and other monetary organizations that keep an eye on the possible ups and down of 

the market kings.The content is not linked to finance only; it is a comprehensive account of all-social, 

economic, culturaland educational factors of a nation that make it progress. Author is interested in 

seeingChina world leader in all its attributes rather than any one of them. He quotes the current fiscal crises 

and recent recession exclaiming that China's economy has done far better than that anticipated by financial 

tsunami monetary experts like the Dean of Guanghua College of Peking University, Professor Zhang 

Weiying. Further quoted the remarks of BRICS Economic and Social Development Report (2011) that 

economy of China's will become number 1 and may exceed United States by 2020. 
 

It is a major argument of author that China may not leave its policy of peaceful rise despite surviving 

in culture of the hegemony and among the supporters of theory of “survival of the fittest”. The author further 

quotes the previous literature exclaiming it to be impossible without the support of economic and diplomatic 

forces. The previous studies state that rise without military strength is anticipated to be temporary and not 

sustainable. He is not a profound supporter of the argument stated by the world that for leadership contest 

China must have to support hegemony.His counter argument supports “state of ceremonies" by quoting 

examples of four rising periods of China like Qin Dynasty, Tang Dynasty, Ming Dynasty, and Zheng He's 

voyages, that were all mild and friendly. The second argument that he put forward is the Confucianism 

thatstates "courtesy" and "benevolent," to govern the country.In the history of 2000 years Chinese nation was 

the only nation that did not advocate military force.For the first time in front of the world, Wen Jiabao 

represented the Chinese government and explained the theory of China's peaceful riseand itwas the first time 

that the top Chinese leaders used the phrase "peaceful rise" making it a Chinese policy trademark. 
 

Going further, General Secretary Xi Jinping established a new type of international relations under the 

win-win cooperation, which later became corner stone of BRI "One Belt, One Road". It was based on the rule 

that we should maintain our regular business, and fabricate our lovely co-existence and afterward share it with 

different countries along these lines helping them thrive as well.  
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Author claims that the rise and development of China will not threaten any country or any people, but 

for the sake of its own sovereignty, the country military strength will be strengthened so that rivals may not 

attack it.Author explains economy of China to be led by threehorses namely "export" "investment" and 

"consumption" and he underpins “consumption” to be is the principle power driving the developing of China's 

economy and have consistently underlined is to invigorate residential interest while developing steadily. 
 

Author further point out the possible bugs of economy in China. Educational institutes and real estate 

are the black holes for middle class money in China. As these are, unavoidable and middle-class people could 

not restrain from spending on their child’s education and buying home. The other important group is peasants 

that are important to urbanization. China believes in cultural soft power as compared to GDP hard power andit 

hasserved as a very important role during the development of a country. Author further declares that money 

and progress is not evenly scattered and is concentrated in 60% of the country's large cities and 200 kilometers 

of the coast in China's eastern region and thus due to natural, historical and social reasons, the economic 

development in the western region lags behind. Fair enough when writer is omitting all the worldly challenges 

of economic development, he is precisely pointing out the one faced by China specifically. According to him 

with a country, aiming to prosper rapidly may not be bound by administrative interventionism. Tough he 

exclaims that somehow, it is good to have a carved-out destiny and an economic development model 

characterized by an authoritarian system may be effectivebut it also pays a heavy toll on economic 

achievements. In a country like China, a necessary macroeconomic regulation and control are indispensable if 

not politically controlled like particularly in the case of Guangzhou Pharmaceutical.The phenomenon of 

"official standard," is a major obstacle, a "cancer" that affects social fairness and justice in business of China 

and it should better be replaced with "people-oriented" rather than "official-oriented." It is though a challenge 

to the communist setup but is occurring in other parts of world too, and the author calls out to let our Chinese 

residents have their own houses and It is possible when real estate is controlled wisely by legislations. It is a 

fact that many people are inspired by American material economy based on brands but “made in China” is 

itself a brand as in material economy. China still has a long way to go in terms of virtual economy. It is both 

an opportunity and a challenge for China to speed up international exchanges and expand the economy 

abroad. 
 

Author side-by-side quotes tactic of the competitor, USA that is trying to defame and suppress China 

in its rivalry to beat in the economic development by naming it as "Marshall Plan” and negating it to be a 

“peaceful rise" and his counter argument is the 5000 years peaceful existence of China.Author is guarding the 

case and battle of China to be number one. Furthermore, he is worried that it is an impossible task to break the 

power of US economy and US dollar that is profiting its kin a ton. However, this current dollar's imposing 

business model is a presented danger to economy and cash of different nations representing Japanese Yen 

therefore it should be countered. It is likewise abusing rights and notoriety of the universal monetary 

associations and its "two-fold norm." as far as the exchange approach. What is more, America is itself 

compromised as this financial authority has gotten him a wide range of "sweetness" and in return has filled 

bitterness in other nations.United States is notorious to be a dictator in establishing and maintaining his own 

biased international order and might is right in world economy. But China even after getting to number one 

position may not profess hegemony and will lead with own people benefits. The author is posing a question 

here related to the possible price of leading the world by quoting example of US. Author claims American 

economy to be a water bubble when in extreme may end up with nothing. It is a price paid for hegemony. 

Author further exclaimed that USA ha s helped China followed by a question that will China still overtake 

him, and how and when this will happen and will it happen in the better interest of the whole world. 
 

Chapter 2: It is at a Price to be the No.1 
 

It is said that leader should be overall to solve and deal with all sort of problems so that in this 

versatile world, being a leader is not easy as agreements and disagreements are all part of a wide game. 

According to author, the eligibility of China of being a leader is dependent over all these things. Here many 

countries are fooling each other to improve relationships with other countries. Quoted here is the diplomacy of 

Japan creating kinks between China and USA thus making its own safe place.The second competitorin the run 

of leadership is soviet, which wasonce a leader and has many differences and old rivalries to be sorted with 

USA. Their ambitions are waiting for the opportunity to get rid of the United States, surpass the United States 

and then become the world leader. European Union is in this run too. By exploiting interest of other countries 

and making spaces for one own self is an all part of bigger game. According to author, European Union is not 

at all in benefit as that is not a single country and alliances are not to lead. Moreover, all of these have a dream 

to be the leader and they have something on stake for this run.  
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The writer has in a very comprehensive way given a detailed account of the grievances of different 

countries, which are in the run of making a try in the leader run. China is also interested in becoming a world 

leader that is because of its economic and social reasons and this dream is reasonable.  
 

Being the present world leader USA is quite vigilant regarding the matter of China so that it may be in 

competing position with the country. It is also doing diplomatic stunts to retain its position with the help of 

other countries having differences with Chinaby creating more issues likeDiaoyu Islands.Nansha Islands and 

South China Sea are cause of disagreement among China and Southeast Asian countries. However, China is 

the justified owner. On the other side India is becoming insecure from China owing to US diplomacy. 

Question arises that who would be the potential country to get support from all other countries in the war of 

throne. And here author is not overlooking the work and investment done by the US in these countries making 

them its potential allies.In all this war like situation China has come with BRI to release this pressure 

improving inter country relations.They are not negating power of military, but they are in making allies and 

friends. It is trying to make mutual friend to be called as a referee during tough times. China has nothing to 

lose in the scenario, only win is the way out. The further detailed discussion is held among C-Ring and O-

Ring made by US around China. Seeing old rivalry ofChina and Russia. It is preferable for United States is to 

construct an O-shaped ring with China and Russia. It’s a fact that Chinamust create goodwill to ASEAN if he 

wants to survive the fate of war. Suggesting a friendly relation for India and China may create strategic peace 

and prosperity. After US lost in “Middle East turmoil", China and Russia will be on the higher hand easing 

opportunity forChina to find new allies, creating peace. Japan and China are compared in economic 

development in the 1980s for exports, consumer demand, foreign funds and lack of investment China was still 

in a better position.There is an inference that China is not fully prepared for being a leader regarding its 

infrastructure as collapsing accidents are reported, the expenses of taxation is not felt good as it is the world 

highest, it is a survival issue in China. 30 years Economic development has created a lot of problems in the 

economic development of China including expensive banking industry, the manufacturing industry, the real 

estate industry, and the big state-owned enterprises. China is in a good sound pace of economy but if China 

become the "world leader" in the future, war will happen. China will not surely make it but other stake holders 

couldn’t be stopped from doing so. Author has further quoted about article of Professor Joseph Nye in the 

Harvard University "The rise of China does not mean war," that China in its true sense is developing at the 

pace that may not look good to United States and for many other countries1.” China is facing problems of 

transportation, urban development, environmental governance, abuse of power and urban-rural relationswhich 

need attention. A better diplomacy may attract allies including North Korea, Russia, Mongoliaand Myanmar 

to be called when in trouble. 
 

Chapter 3: Will the Grudges between China and the World be Reconciled?  
 

Despite of its peace-loving nature grievances and grudges between China and the world are massive 

and that could not be faced alone.China has done a lot of experiments to be an apple of world’s eye including 

"closed door state" to "open to the outside world". Somehow it was to prevent invasion as in Ming’s time 

toretain domestic domination. It is a fact that there are pro and cons of economic globalization hence it is 

relative to the viewer eye. Here in China labor oriented economy is tried to be converted into capital and 

technology-oriented economy.China needs a lot to change and compromise to work with most countries so 

that it has joined World Trade Organization. US have launched a trade friction making "double 

countermeasures" to cripple industry. Despite of all theses hindrances China is still striving to fit into world 

order so as not to be treated as an alien. World is an interdependent place and as it is world's number one 

export country and second largest importer in the world this relation should be a "win-win" model. Author 

claims China to be rich in resources, but its internal issues are worrisome it is thought that China is an 

important stakeholder of world economics and if China will prosper world will prosper. The author further 

quotes Goldman Sachs that states, “Chinese stock market will defeat United States by 2030 and will lead the 

world”. It is further anticipated that European economy problems will support China in a good way to lead. 
 

Chapter 4: A Super Strong Vs A Group Strong 
 

World has been experiences immense changes since world wars. Economic, social and cultural 

changes have switched many prominent positions in the world order ever since the thing that has not changed 

is the hegemony of USA. There was exchange of friends and foes, alliesand enemies since then. The next 

generation has seen a war between hegemony and multipolarization. Relationships have taken turns in case of 

strong and weak nations and have become more complicated as suggested by the instance of Russia Islamic 

extremists against the United States. It is a fact that world is afraid of hegemony so does China.  
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The issues of the globe are not that trivial to be resolved by some superpowers and the probable 

solution is multilateralism. There are some horrible issues that biased heads may not able to solve including 

Iranian nuclear issue, Eastern Europe and the Near East, the North Korean crisis, the issue of the South China 

Sea, the Taiwan issue, the issue of the Diaoyu Islands and many others.  
 

Furthermore a 20 year “friction period” that is imposed by USA is inevitable for China where the only 

solution is to mutually interact and solve them respecting integrity of other nations. 
 

Chapter 5: What China will Do When Becomes No.1 in the World?  
 

China has passed through many changes in policies and fortunately,China closed door policy has 

protected it when the whole world was in crisis. Claims were made by the International Monetary Fund(IMF) 

released a report in 2011 in favor of China so as the world bank anticipated it to overtake the United States in 

2030. It is inevitable that world will change its pace with major political forces.Author again quotes BBC 

noticing 13 countries in favor of China's economic development but many of them are worried regarding 

military power. Author is negating the claim of brutal force usage from China as history suggeststhat China 

never attacks. 
 

The concept of superpower will change 
 

Next debate the author is going into is the consequence if China leads the world the concept of 

leadership will change from a dictator to a peace-loving win-win model that has always been flaunted by the 

Chinese. There will be a change in relationships and alliances. Author further suggests that China should 

profess her Chinese culture though it is not as perfect as it ought to be. Another thought is that by the rise of 

China currency RMB will also take a shift and will become internationalized. China is notorious for its 

conventional way of progress and world is the place of change, and democracy and freedom of thought will 

help in this case to defeat USA. 
 

Chapter 6: China Used to be the World Leader 
 

China is not new in the run of leadership, and has kept this position for a longer time in history. 

Chinese civilization is the oldest civilization in the continent of Asia thus it is leading by the front, thus it is 

not the first-timeChina is striving a position in the leadership run. China has a history of glory and Chinese 

people are proud of as they are the descendants of "Yandi and Huangdi Emperors". History of China is long 

one as it is of the four ancient civilizations in the world; it has a large population and a massive territory. 

Author has quoted many great dynasties to be part of Chinalike Xia, Shang and Zhou dynasties. It quotes the 

example of the"Simuwu Tripod” and "Carapace-bone-script" of Shang dynasty and feudalism is the invention 

of China. It owns three among the seven wonders of the world. It further flaunts Emperor Wen, Emperor Jing, 

Emperor Wu, Emperor Zhao, Emperor Xuan, and thus has enjoyed 5,000-year-long history in the world. 

China is sound by its military too; it is a fact that it maintains a vast territory for a long time like China. It 

includes Han and Qin Dynasty and great Mongols that have led the land for a long time including great 

Genghis Khan. The driving science and innovation of the antiquated China had been driving the world in 

science and innovation before the sixteenth century (Ming Dynasty). The Four Great Inventions and their 

spreading, the cosmic schedule, engineering, clinical science, arithmetic accomplishment, and famous logical 

and mechanical works etc. Initially they started to connect significance to rice and millet and it was 800 years 

ahead of Europe. China has designed vaccination in the sixteenth century. The Chinese individuals are 

innovative and shrewd as well as have been quite for some time at the front line of the world in purifying 

innovation. Steel from China is the most valuable steel and they are good at pottery and carving work. The 

opening of the Silk Road began from Changan and the after the rule of the Emperor Wu of Han, the Maritime 

Silk Road was opened. All of these facts have made the case of China to be much stronger, as they have been 

leading for a long time in all lifestyles and now getting ready to lead from the front. 
 

Chapter 7: The Greatness and Limitations of Chinese Culture 
 

It is a good and a bad thing to have 5000 years older culture, as some ranks it to be the first in the 

worlds, while others believe it to be out-dated and time may wipe it off. Writer further quotes "three religions 

and nine virtues" of the Chinese culture. It recalls 300 Tang Poems that are translated into many other 

languages. Food of China is composed of eight distinctive cuisines with a veryown flavor and delicacy. The 

four great inventions of compass, papermaking, printing and gunpowder come from Chinathat is a triumph. 
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Ever since the open door, policy was put into practice.There was a sudden rush of westernization and 

resulted in a blind facsimile of western democracy and science of western countries in their own distinct 

setup. Chinese culture is far different to be assimilated in the culture of ancient Egypt and ancient India and 

needs a lot of effort and ruthless changes. Author differentiates the Chinese culture from the western one by a 

term "filial piety”, that is the extension ofConfucianismstating "the king is principle for ministers, the father is 

principle for sons, the husband is principle for his wife."  
 

It is a fact that Chinese are not very fond of inquiry in practice and material science and support the 

theory of experience. China is rich in cultural monuments like the Peking Opera, the Peking Opera, the Tang 

Sancai and the Shaolin Temple. The Chinese culture is moderate and conservative but still loved by the world. 

Writer further support his argument of signature culture by adding a humor sense, like catching two beans 

with chopsticks and then suggests that even though we need to progress we still have to do it without 

destroying the true spirit of Chinese culture and should try to wipe off wrong stuff.  
 

Chapter 8: China's Education System 
 

The most important pillar of the society is its education system and for a country that desires to lead 

the whole world must have a very prominent and flawless education system, unfortunately that is not the case 

with China, as it is conservative and non-flexible. The world of school creates next generation leaders but here 

they are not creating healthy and creative minds but calculators and data saving devices. It is a "test-oriented 

education," and grades are extremely important that snubs personality and creativity. In addition, another 

backdrop is the blind thrust of English learning. It is a fact that Chinese students are most diligent students, 

but we still cannot flaunt Nobel laureate and it is anticipated that "beast Chinese doctoral education will 

become a joke in the international higher education sector”. Author finds it to be a cause of abrupt need of 

marketization but it should be managed with state management. Author considered the present education 

system to be a hindrance in the fate of China, and need to be amended properly and whipping of the tag of 

“not hearing the word out of the window and reading the books of saints." 
 

Chapter 9: The Two Sides of Economic Development 
 

China is passing through a double-sided road of economy, author termed is as A / B aspect. It is a 

matter of 30 years that China has been professing its "opening to the outside world" but the fruit of it is not 

ripe still. On the other side, some enterprises have started imitating the world economy. It is no doubt a two-

way traffic with both China and the world at gaining side and losing side. China has given them a huge market 

and compatible labor force and in return, it has secured technical support. Author is stating the China's 

economy is on its edge and requires abrupt actions to be taken to flee from crashing badly. These steps are 

self-regulation and self-repair of real estate and stock market. It is further suggested that market regulation 

could not be done on its own needs and a third party to be unbiased to take blunt steps. In addition, the 

possible output should be a change in structure of industrial development and mode of economic 

development. 
 

Author is quoting a book by Lang Xianping that triggered a critical discussion in 2012, regardingthe 

Chinese economic policy flaws and plus point. That was based on China's economic status and the "economic 

reform road map." He was also criticized to be an alarmist and he gave a comprehensive response,"My 

prophecy has never been wrong, as early as the beginning of 2010, I have reminded everyone that the United 

States was going to wage a currency war, a cost war and a trade war against China. But there were so many 

people that thought my words were unfounded." (Lang, 2012) and later years turned him out to be correct.  It 

was then linked to the only road of oil traffic through the Indian Ocean-Malacca Strait that was pirated by 

countries such as India and the United States.China has shaped a one of a kind method of financial turn of 

events and they even see China's uncommon monetary development as a "wonder." This supernatural 

occurrence was controlled by the predominance of China's monetary dynamic framework and her effective 

financial arrangements. China has got high-intensity labor, brutal exploitation, reckless destructive 

developments like environmental destruction and resource depletion, ignoring intellectual property rights like 

counterfeiting and piracy and all of these issues is l undermining China's international competitiveness 

seriously. The Side B of economic development is from crisis to achievements, it shows concerns as if the 

market economy that was not enough to save China from crisis and it turned out that there was a long way to 

success. 
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Chapter 10: Why Did China Who Used to Be the Leader Fall Behind? 
 

In the chapter after assuming China to be the leader once, the author is giving the possible reasons for 

the decline. In comparison to USA china has a long history but she has not grasped opportunities unlike USA, 

it has been stalling for a longer period in the pursue of development and have not taken short cuts. Author 

further supports its argument by Professor Wang Haimingwho blamed the perusal of moral issues by China 

that was a conservative approach and that has distracted country from real issues. 
 

The arrogant "sauce tank culture 
 

Author is of the viewpoint that moral gasps between the world and China are far wider than the 

economic gaps and it was the consequence of closed-door policies. When a cultural expert, Mr. Bai Yang 

wrote a book "The Ugly Chinese”, it created a hum in the Chinese society. It showed the "inferiority" and the 

backwardness of feudalism and the backward ideology of the country. He linked all of them to be derived 

from traditional Chinese culture "sauce tank thought." He assumed that the root cause of nuisance is 

nationality and exclaimed the "the Opium War” opened the long-term closed doors of China and surprisingly 

it was the first ever attempt to criticize and it initiated a revolution in the Chinese nation. The lagging behind 

of Chinais attributed to the number of natural disasters that took place fromDaoguang to Tongzhi eras, and the 

most affected were the four Northern provinces. The Qing dynasty suffered most. Author is of the point of 

view that arrogant rulers invited these disasters, and that was the reason behind destruction. 
 

Another manmade disaster that ruined China further was the Sino-Japanese War that turned out to be 

a “turning point" as both the countries were on the road of progress and it served to be a huge speed breaker. 

Japan took the opportunity after the war and developed her own commerce and basic education to survive in 

the competition. No doubt, China suffered a lot of its belongings including land, economy and infrastructure 

and Chinese government lost 17.8 billion yuan. It was a major invasion of 47 % occupation of major industrial 

cities of China was at a verge of great loss in these eight years. However, the stubborn Chinese have now 

surpassed Japan and became the world second-largest economy. Nevertheless, experts claim that marks of that 

invasion are still seen in the roots of the country and is still rejuvenating the nation. It is a fact that the 

comeback was all due to "one correct road and one correct flag." The road here was “road to socialism with 

Chinese characteristics." This argument was later supported by Professor Zhang Ke Rong, who focused on the 

"path choice" issue, towards national cohesion.  
 

Chapter 11: Who is the Current World Leader? 
 

Currently world is led by hegemony with USA as the leading country in all attributes and the country 

hassecured this position by the wars, in the history of 20 years it is wars all over. American War of 

Independencewas a rebellion of North Americans against oppression by British colonies and finally 

theyachieved national independence. Next, is the gossip regardingthe effect of global financial crisis on the 

U.S. economy? It is a fact the U.S. economy has ruled for a long time but the strength of foundations of the 

economy are not analyzed properly. It is a common opinion that United States supports economic hegemony 

and have a GDP that is one fifth in the world, it has a finest living standard and a lot of currency reserves. It is 

a country with best education system, and it is anticipated the USA will return after every 10 years as they 

have a sound scientific and technological strength and the solid military strength. At the end, the author 

terminated by declaring education system to be the real strength of the country and compared it to China. 
 

Chapter 12: The Embarrassment of Being No. 2 
 

The facts generated by World Bank states that Chinais still number 2 in economy and author states it 

embarrassing that despite of all the long term and short-termefforts thecountry is still residing to be No. 2. The 

comparison is among the GDP of the two nations. According to the figures GDP of the United States was 

$55,904 in 2015 and was $57,467 in 2016. In any case, for China, it is a shame, the normal GDP of China was 

as low as 8280 US dollars in 2015 and was 8123 US dollars in 2016. it is a noteworthy distinction between the 

United States and China. China positions second but it is much humiliating for China to quantify the hole in 

per capita GDP. That is not the only thing to be worried about and there are numerous issues in China that 

need more vitality to tackle, rich and poor people, the work and the training, and so on. All these expect China 

to spend a great deal of labor, material, and money related assets to comprehend it. Unfortunately, some of 

them gave an impression of China to be a developing nation still that has not achieved the landmark. China is 

eager to accept progressively universal obligations and become a dependable huge force. 
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Chapter 13: Challenges from Japan 
 

The chapter is concerned about the relationship of Japan with China and USA, in relation to Japanese 

economy. Japan is a country that showed a miraculous uplift after Hiroshima incident but surprisingly it 

turned its biggest enemy into its ally after Second World War. Sino-Japanese War and Anti-Japanese War 

ended with almost a similar loss but they created a situation of cold war between Japan and China. Diaoyu 

Islands was another cause of disagreement that lasted long.  
 

After the rise of China as second leading economy, the relationship between China and Japan has 

been worsened further. Rare argument exists that "China's economic growth has a very positive meaning for 

the Japan's economy. Although some Japanese people may be a bit embarrassed, however this is a huge 

opportunity for the Japanese companies".  Author has also quoted Dr. Martin Schulz who stated that economy 

of China in turn boost economy of Japan. Economy of Japan was surpassed by China to achieve number 2 

position thus rivalry may not end soon. Japan has less population as compared to China; it has higher GDP as 

compared to China.  The economy of Japans is based on the theory of "collectivism", they are people with 

spiritual benefits. In 1990 after Second World War, the economy of Japan turned upside down and kept on 

descending but now it is again focus of the public attention. Japan is an ally of USA and it has paid a huge 

cost for it, there are some people in Japan that still hate USA thus the relationship of these countries is like 

"noisy husband and wife." There are chances of that relationship to become weak and eventually break, as 

national interest is far superior to the diplomatic relationships. Japan needs USA in the present scenario 

against its two close rivals China and North Korea, but no one can ever predict that it can also pose a threat for 

USA.  
 

Chapter 14: Would the United States Want China to be No.1? 
 

The next question that arises is the eagerness of United States to give it place to China, will it make 

USA unhappy and hostile towards China. The currency of China has not posed a threat to USA and it is still 

an internal success of China. But USA has a history of hostility when it comes to losing its position and none 

of them has succeeded, and United States knows that China will replace her one day. Initially it was in 1996 

that US media trolled China for its effort by a book "Behind Demonizing China" co-authored by Xinhua News 

Agency reporter Li Xiguangthat gave a new term "demonizing China" furthermore, American media accepted 

the open door to make a major object and communicate many negative reports that were hindering to China's 

national picture (Guo, 2012). Western medio added negative reports of China, either by a wide margin 

brought clarifications or intentionally misshape the realities and submit underhanded aims. The third stage 

was occurred after the Cold War. The "China threat theory" announced by the United States has happened 

now and again, and there were numerous names. Among these names the major contention is the, "economic 

threat theory" (Li, 2008). China became a threat for the world when it started making its own market and 

strengthened ots economy with its own hands.  From the outset, the primary stage appears to include financial 

"danger" and the subsequent stage is even more a political "danger". At this stage, it appears that it has come 

back to the financial "danger". The financial aspects and governmental issues have no clear limits. Particularly 

for complex global relations, each financial nerve contacts the touchy nerves of political issues and thus every 

political change has significantly influenced the fast advancement of the economy in China that was not the 

case with the world. 
 

Author is suggesting that unlike the fate of other countries that tried to replace USA, China will not be 

dealt by an iron fist. Although USAwill not let it replace him, but he still not be hostile. At any rate, from the 

point of view of the "China threat theory" to the "China responsibility theory," this has completely shown the 

eagerness and demeanor of the United States to attempt to coordinate (Zhang, 2012). "China Responsibility 

Theory" was forced on China by wrong intentions but, the quintessence of the United States' "China 

Responsibility Theory" is to utilize the American model to shape China and request that China help out the 

United States. To shield the worldwide framework drove by the United States together despite of breaking it 

into pieces. 
 

Chapter 15: So What if not Acting as the World Leader? 
 

China has a different outlook towards leadership, it is anticipated that even after becoming a leader 

China may not impose herself on others in a brutal manner. Leadership is a role to be played in a versatile 

manner and a number of ways as it is not always the need to be selfish. Chinese economy is a complex thing 

though it has surpassed Japan; there a lot of other milestones to be achieved to be number one.  
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Author quotes a public opinion survey regarding leading economic power economic power and only 

6% of Chinese respondents believe that China has replaced the U.S. position, which is the lowest among all 

the countries visited (Huang, 2012). It is because the progress rate is low and other hindrances are a lot more 

than anticipated. All sudden China has been facing dreadful population with environmental issues. Fossil fuel 

consumption is still dominated by coal resources, while clean stone, natural gas, etc, have not been 

popularized due to excessive cost. China is not very comfortable in supporting needs of 130 to 400 million 

people. China has a positive demographic advantage involvingeconomic growth and the expansion of 

domestic demand, but that do not exclude the negatives along with them.  
 

Nothing is perfect, and improvement and progression is part of game. In the present China, the rich 

individuals are still just in the underlying stage. Population of China is insightful and decent and they ought to 

be treated as individuals and freedom of thoughts and expressions must be granted to them as other citizens of 

the world enjoy. With the development of China's economy, culture, and military and other far reaching 

national quality, universal antagonistic powers will definitely try to disturb global monetary hegemonists. The 

current global harmony condition additionally has a few factors that can be switched. China must survive in 

the materialistic and hegemony world and strive even harder to get to the place where it could be able to teach 

the world, peaceful coexistence and cooperation. China must keep an eye on the rival nations as competition is 

on and for the world everything is fair in love and war. The watchfulness in peacetime must not be loose. 

Notwithstanding, regardless of how the unfriendly powers square it, China must keep on taking the street of 

change and quiet turn of events. All the Chinese individuals ought to be persuaded that a quiet and prosperous 

China will most likely ascent and will absolutely make a significant commitment to the worldwide 

flourishing. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The book named Can China Rule the New World.  By Tian Guang and Chen Gang is an excellent 

composition regarding China as a world leader. China is the main agenda of the composition and author has 

encircled all the economic, social, political, and educational factors related to china. It has highlighted the 

strengths and flaws at the Chinese side and above all it has suggested all possible solutions to improve them so 

that china may be able to become a leader in the future. The book has presented a very comprehensive and 

positive picture of China and has cleverly clarified the doubts of other nations regarding China. The economy 

and market along with labor of China has been given privilege in the composition. It has discussed historical 

relevance’s and cultural evidences in the support of China as a leader. It has critically analyzed the 

relationships of China, USA and Japan with one another and with other countries. It has highlighted the 

existing and possible upcoming alliances and rivalries. Conclusively, the book has encircled all the aspects of 

China becoming next World leader. 

 

 


